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A categorification of the Malvenuto–Reutenauer
algebra via a tower of groups
Farid Aliniaeifard and Nathaniel Thiem
Abstract
There is a long tradition of categorifying combinatorial Hopf algebras by the modules of a
tower of algebras (or even better via the representation theory of a tower of groups). From the
point of view of combinatorics, such a categorification supplies canonical bases, inner products,
and a natural avenue to prove positivity results. Recent ideas in supercharacter theory have
made fashioning the representation theory of a tower of groups into a Hopf structure more
tractable. As a demonstration, this paper reports on the results of the following challenge: (1)
Pick a well-known combinatorial Hopf algebra, (2) Find a way to categorify the structure via a
tower of groups. In this case, we show how to find the MalvenutoReutenauer Hopf algebra in
the representation theory of a tower of elementary abelian p-groups.
1 Introduction
The categorification of the Hopf algebra of symmetric functions Sym by the representation theory
of the symmetric group is a foundational result in combinatorial representation theory. There
are other classical cases with similar constructions—as outlined in Macdonald [14]—coming from
wreath products and the finite general linear groups. However, all these examples give Hopf algebras
that are essentially copies of Sym (or a PSH algebra in the language of Zelevinsky [18]). It has
traditionally been thought that to categorify other Hopf algebras one may need to dispense with
towers of groups in favor of towers of algebras (especially in light of results like [8]).
The paper [1] took a different approach to towers of groups by replacing the full representation
theory with a supercharacter theory and the traditional induction/restriction functor pairing with
new functor combinations. In this way, [1] was able to categorify the symmetric functions in
noncommuting variables NCSym, and a similar approach in [7] found a categorification of a Catalan
Hopf subalgebra. The underlying algebraic structure turns out to be the shadow of a Hopf monoid
[3], a generalization that better captures the underlying representation theory.
While [1] and [7] began with the representation theory of finite unipotent uppertriangular
groups UTnpFqq and found a Hopf structure, this paper was motivated by the opposite approach.
That is, we wanted to find a tower of groups with an associated supercharacter theory that would
give us a non-commutative and non-cocommutative Hopf algebra. As a test case, we selected the
Malvenuto–Reutenauer Hopf algebra
FQSym “
à
ně0
FQSymn,
a graded self-dual Hopf algebra where each graded degree satisfies dimpFQSymnq “ n!.
The Malvenuto–Reutenauer Hopf algebra was introduced by Malvenuto in [15] with a basis
called the fundamental basis. It contains many well-known Hopf algebras, such as the Hopf algebra
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of symmetric functions Sym [14], the Hopf algebra of non-commutative symmetric functions NSym
[10], Stembridge’s peak algebra P [17], and the Lody–Ronco Hopf algebra of planar trees LR [13].
Moreover, FQSym is a natural lift of the Hopf algebra of quasi-symmetric functions QSym [12].
Aguiar and Sottile [4] studied the structure of Malvenuto–Reutenauer Hopf algebra and produced a
new basis, called monomial basis, related to the fundamental basis by Mo¨bius inversion on the weak
order on the symmetric groups. They give a geometric description of the monomial basis product
structure constants. This paper studies a similar basis using a different order on permutations that
arises naturally in our setting (see Section 5).
A supercharacter theory is a framework developed by Diaconis–Isaacs [9] to study the rep-
resentation theory of a group without requiring full knowledge of the irreducible characters. In
general, while groups have many such theories, there are not many known constructions that work
for arbitrary groups. This paper uses the normal lattice supercharacter theory of a finite group G
developed by Aliniaeifard in [5]. This theory assigns a supercharacter theory to every sublattice of
normal subgroups of G; in particular, any set of combinatorial objects that forms a lattice might
arise in this way. Our first goal was to find a tower of groups with associated sublattices of normal
subgroups indexed by permutations. We further decided to focus on abelian groups, since these
tend to have more normal subgroups, and we settled on the Lie algebra utnpFqq of UTnpFqq viewed
as a finite additive group. As an elementary abelian group utnpFqq has a fairly uninspiring group
structure, but the normal lattice supercharacter theory makes the group far more combinatorially
compelling.
The main result (Corollary 4.9) of Section 4 finds a Hopf algebra isomorphism between FQSym
and a representation theoretic algebra
scfputq “
à
ně0
scfputnq.
A key component of this isomorphism is to identify the functors Exfl and Dela that encode the Hopf
structure of FQSym in scfputq. Here, we take advantage of the feature that every supercharacter
theory identifies two canonical bases: the superclass identifier basis and the supercharacter basis.
By computing the structure constants for the supercharacter basis in Theorems 4.3 and 4.6, we
deduce an isomorphism that sends the supercharacter basis of scfputq to the fundamental basis of
FQSym.
In Section 5, we examine the structure constants for a third canonical basis that arises in the
normal lattice supercharacter theory construction. As far as we know, this gives a new basis for
FQSym that never-the-less has a nice combinatorial structure. We use the representation theoretic
functors to compute the co-product in Theorem 5.5, and we believe a more combinatorial approach
would be significantly more complicated; here the coefficients are in the set t0, 1u. With slightly
more effort Theorem 5.11 computes the product in this basis, and the coefficients are in the set
t´1, 0, 1u.
While we categorify FQSym, we do not supply much evidence that our construction is canonical;
in fact, it seems likely that it is one of many possible choices for a tower of groups. However, in
Section 6 we describe an implied Hopf monoid associated to FQSym. In any case, this paper should
be viewed as more of a “proof of concept” for the method outlined above. To give a more firm
connection one would ideally interpret all the relations between FQSym and other Hopf algebras
via functors on the corresponding towers of groups, but at present this remains largely unexplored.
Acknowledgements. The second author was supported by a Simons Foundation collaboration
grant 426594.
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2 Preliminaries
In this section we set up our notation for permutation combinatorics and introduce the Malvenuto–
Reutenauer Hopf algebra. We then review supercharacter theory fundamentals.
2.1 Permutations
For n P Zě0, let Sn be the symmetric group on the set t1, 2, . . . , nu. In this paper, we will use a
number of different ways to represent elements of this group (see also Stanley [16]).
One line notation. For w P Sn, we write the anagram of 12 ¨ ¨ ¨ n given by wp1qwp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ wpnq.
Inversion table. The inversion table of w P Sn is the sequence ιpwq “ pι1pwq, ι2pwq, . . . , ιnpwqq,
where
ιkpwq “ #ti ă w
´1pkq | wpiq ą ku.
In one line notation of w, ιkpwq is the number of integers to the left of k that are bigger than
k. For example, ιp314625q “ p1, 3, 0, 0, 1, 0q. Note that for each k, 0 ď ιkpwq ď n´ k.
Code. The code of w P Sn is the sequence κpwq “ pκ1pwq, κ2pwq, . . . , κnpwqq, where
κkpwq “ #ti ă wpkq | w
´1piq ą ku.
In one line notation of w, κkpwq is the number of integers to the right of wpkq that are less than
wpkq. In our example, κp314625q “ p2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0q. Note that for each k, 0 ď κkpwq ď n ´ k
and κpwq “ ιpw´1q.
Rothe diagram. The Rothe diagram of w P Sn is the subset
Rw “ tpi, jq | wpiq ą j, w
´1pjq ą iu Ď tpi, jq | 1 ď i, j ď nu.
In our running example, the R314625 is the set of coordinates marked by ˝ in the decorated
matrix »
——————–
˝ ˝
˝
˝ ˝
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffifl
Note that
ιkpwq “ #tpi, kq P Rwu and κkpwq “ #tpk, jq P Rwu.
There is a natural poset on Zně0 given by
v ě u if and only if vi ě ui for all 1 ď i ď n. (2.1)
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This poset defines two distributive lattices on permutations: one applies the order to inversion
tables, and one applies the order to codes. For example, with S4, we obtain
4321
3421 4231 4312
3241 4213 3412 2431 4132
3214 2413 2341 4123 3142 1432
2314 3124 2143 1423 1342
2134 1324 1243
1234
inversion table
code
2.2 The Malvenuto–Reutenauer Hopf algebra FQSym
The Malvenuto–Reutenauer algebra is a graded Hopf algebra with underlying vector space
FQSym “
à
nPZě0
C-spantFw | w P Snu.
To define an algebra structure on FQSym, we define a notion of shifted shuffle. Given v P Sm,
w P Sn and A Ď t1, 2, . . . ,m` nu with |A| “ n, define the A-shuffle vA w P Sm`n by
pvA wqpiq “
"
vpi´#ta ă i | a P Auq if i R A
wp#ta ď i | a P Auq `m if i P A.
For example,
31542t1,4,5,8u 3124 “
1
831
4
6
5
754
8
92.
Define
v w “ tvA w | A Ď t1, 2, . . . ,m` nu with |A| “ nu.
The product on FQSym is given by
FvFw “
ÿ
yPvw
Fy. (2.2)
To define a co-algebra structure on FQSym, we define a standardized deconcatenation. For
w P Sm`n, the m-standardized deconcatenation of w is the pair pwďm, wąmq P Sm ˆ Sn, where
wďmpiq “ wpiq ´#twpjq ă wpiq | m ă j ď m` nu
wąmpjq “ wpj `mq ´#twpiq ă wpjq | 1 ď i ď mu.
For example, the 5-standardized deconcatenation of 319825647 is p31542, 3214q. The coproduct
on FQSym is given by
∆pFwq “
nÿ
m“0
Fwďm b Fwąm for w P Sn. (2.3)
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2.3 Supercharacter theories
Supercharacter theories were introduced by [9] as a means to get representation theoretic control
of groups with difficult representation theories (eg. the Sylow p-subgroups of the finite general
linear groups GLnpFpq). However, [11] also showed that one may use these theories to make the
representation theory of less exciting groups (eg. abelian groups) more compelling.
A supercharacter theory pCl, Chq of a finite group G is a pair of partitions where Cl is a partition
of the group and Ch is a partition of the irreducible characters IrrpGq such that
(SC1) t1u P Cl,
(SC2) |Cl| “ |Ch|,
(SC3) For each A P Ch, ÿ
ψPA
ψp1qψpgq “
ÿ
ψPA
ψp1qψphq
whenever g, h P K for some K P Cl.
We typically call the blocks of Cl superclasses. In fact, condition (SC2) and (SC3) imply that the
space of functions
scfpGq “ tγ : GÑ C | γpgq “ γphq whenever g and h are in the same superclassu
has two distinguished bases:
Superclass identifier functions. For each K P Cl, define
δKpgq “
"
1 if g P K,
0 otherwise.
Supercharacters. For each A P Ch, the corresponding supercharacter is the function
χA “
ÿ
ψPA
ψp1qψ.
A given finite group typically has many supercharacter theories, but we will focus on a con-
struction developed in [5] that works particularly well for groups with many normal subgroups (eg.
noncyclic abelian groups). We will refer to such a theory as a normal lattice supercharacter theory.
Theorem 2.1. [5, Theorem 3.4] Let L be a set of normal subgroups of a group G containing both
G and t1u such that for M,N P L, we have M XN,MN P L.
(a) Let Cl be the partition of G obtained by placing g, h P G in the same block if and only if the
smallest normal subgroup in L containing g is also the smallest one containing h.
(b) Let Ch be the partition of G obtained by placing ψ, τ P IrrpGq in the same block if and only
if the largest normal subgroup in L contained in the kernel of ψ is also the largest subgroup
contained in the kernel of τ .
Then pCl, Chq is a supercharacter theory of G.
A feature of this result is that (a) associates a normal subgroup N to each superclass (and we
will refer to the corresponding identifier function as δN ), and (b) associates a normal subgroup N
to each supercharacter (referred to as χN ). A feature of a normal lattice theory is the existence of
two new distinguished bases of scfpGq.
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Normal subgroup identifier functions. For each N P L, define
δ¯N pgq “
"
1 if g P N ,
0 otherwise.
Permutation characters. For each N P L, define
χ¯N “ tr
´
¨, IndGN p1 q
¯
, (2.4)
where 1 is the trivial module of G.
Remark 2.2. In fact, these two bases are the same (up to scaling) since
δ¯N “
|N |
|G|
χ¯N .
However, philosophically one comes from classes and the other from modules. In particular, for
N P L,
δ¯N “
ÿ
MĎN
δM and χ¯
N “
ÿ
OĚN
χO.
3 The vector space scfputnq
In this section, we construct the main vector space scfputnq using a sublattice of normal subgroups
of utn that gives a normal lattice supercharacter theory. We then introduce a somewhat mysterious
involution on this space that will be important for the Hopf algebra structure.
3.1 A normal lattice theory for utn
Fix a finite field Fq with q elements and let MnpFqq denote the algebra of n ˆ n matrices with
entries in Fq. Define the nilpotent subalgebra
utn “ tx PMnpFqq | xij ‰ 0 implies i ă ju.
If q is a prime p-power, then the additive group of utn is an elementary abelian p-group. For each
w P Sn, define
utw “ tx P utn | xij ‰ 0 implies 0 ă j ´ i ď ιipwqu. (3.1)
For example, if w “ 314625, then ιpwq “ p1, 3, 0, 0, 1, 0q and
utw “
»
——————–
0 ˚ 0 0 0 0
0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ˚
0 0 0 0 0 0
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffifl
Ď
»
——————–
0 ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
0 0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚
0 0 0 0 ˚ ˚
0 0 0 0 0 ˚
0 0 0 0 0 0
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffifl
“ ut6.
The subgroup containment lattice of tutw | w P Snu gives the inversion table order (2.1) on Sn.
The following result re-interprets the covers in the inversion table order directly on permutations.
Proposition 3.1. The permutation w P Sn covers v P Sn if and only if there exists i ă k such that
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• wpjq “ vpjq for all j R ti, ku,
• vpiq “ wpkq ă wpiq “ vpkq,
• for each i ă j ă k, wpjq ă wpkq.
Proof. By definition w covers v if there exists b “ wpiq such that ιbpwq “ ιbpvq`1 and ιcpwq “ ιcpvq
for all c ‰ b. Since
ιbpwq “ #ta ă i | wpaq ą bu
let k be minimal such that k ą i and vpiq ă vpkq. If no such k exists, then ιbpwq “ ιbpvq` 1 cannot
occur, since ιbpvq is already maximal. We have that vpkq ą vpiq ą vpjq for all i ă j ă k, so if
w1 is the permutation obtained by switching vpiq and vpkq, then ιcpw
1q “ ιcpvq for all c ‰ b and
ιbpw
1q “ ιbpvq ` 1. Thus, w
1 “ w.
Let pCln, Chnq be the normal lattice supercharacter theory of utn associated with the lattice
tutw | w P Snu.
The superclasses are given by
Clw “ utw ´
ď
utvĂutw
utv, (3.2)
which is a nonempty set for each w P Sn. As in Section 2.3, the vector space of superclass functions
scfputnq “ tψ : utn Ñ C | ψpxq “ ψpyq, if x, y P Clw for some w P Snu
has four distinguished bases
tδw | w P Snu, tδ¯w | w P Snu, tχ¯
w | w P Snu, and tχ
w | w P Snu,
where it is notationally convenient to label each basis element with the underlying permutation w
rather than the normal subgroup utw. From [6, Corollary 3.4], we obtain a supercharacter formula.
Proposition 3.2. For w, v P Sn and x P Clw,
χvpxq “
#
|utn|
|utv|
´
q´1
q
¯#tj|ιjpvqăn´ju ´ ´1
q´1
¯#tj|ιjpwq“ιjpvq`1u
if ιjpwq ď ιjpvq ` 1 for all 1 ď j ď n,
0 otherwise.
We may re-interpret this result as an entry by entry factorization. Let 1
F
`
q
be the trivial
character of F`q and regF`q be the regular character of F
`
q .
Corollary 3.3. For v P Sn and x P utn,
χvpxq “
ź
1ďiăjďn
j´iďιipvq
1
F
`
q
pxijq
ź
1ďiăjďn
j´i“ιipvq`1
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qpxijq
ź
1ďiăjďn
j´iąιipvq`1
reg
F
`
q
pxijq.
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3.2 A ‹-duality
The involution
‹ : scfputnq ÝÑ scfputnqř
wPSn
cwχ
w ÞÑ
ř
wPSn
cwχ
w´1
has some stability properties on the underlying subgroups.
Proposition 3.4. For w P Sn,
utn{utw´1 – utn{utw
Proof. We claim that n´ j ´ ιjpw
´1q “ n´ wpjq ´ ιwpjqpwq for all 1 ď j ď n. Note that
n´ j ´ ιjpw
´1q “ n´ j ´#ti ă wpjq | w´1piq ą ju
“ #ti ą wpjq | w´1piq ą ju
“ n´ wpjq ´#ti ă j | wpiq ą wpjqu
“ n´ wpjq ´ ιwpjqpwq.
The result now follows from the definition of utw and its implicit complement in utn.
Remark 3.5. The proof of the proposition in fact shows that inverting w permutes the entries in
the vector
ι_pwq “ pn´ 1´ ι1pwq, n ´ 2´ ι2pwq, . . . , n´ n´ ιnpwqq. (3.3)
Thus, pχwq‹p1q “ χw
´1
p1q “ χwp1q, so the ‹-involution preserves the degrees of the supercharacters.
On the other hand, while |utw| “ |utw´1|, the ‹-involution does not preserve superclass size. For
example,
|utp312q| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
»
– 0 ˚ 00 0 ˚
0 0 0
fi
fl
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
»
– 0 ˚ ˚0 0 0
0 0 0
fi
fl
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ “ |utp231q| “ q2,
but by (3.2) the sizes of the corresponding superclasses are pq ´ 1q2 and qpq ´ 1q, respectively.
4 The Hopf algebra scfputq
The goal of this section is to define functors that give a Hopf structure to the space
scfputq “
à
ně0
scfputnq.
By computing the structure constants on the supercharacter basis, we deduce that the Hopf algebra
is in fact isomorphic to the Malvenuto–Reutenauer Hopf algebra FQSym.
4.1 Functorial subgroups
We begin by defining a family of subgroups of utn that depend on a subset A Ď t1, 2, . . . , nu. First
define a partition of t1 ď i ă j ď nu with blocks
UA “ tpi, jq | 1 ď i ă j ď n, i P A, j ą n´#ta P A | a ą iuu
LA “ tpi, jq | 1 ď i ă j ď n, i P A, j ď n´#ta P A | a ą iuu
U_A “ tpi, jq | 1 ď i ă j ď n, i R A, j ď n´#ta P A | a ą iuu
RA “ tpi, jq | 1 ď i ă j ď n, i R A, j ą n´#ta P A | a ą iuu.
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For example, if A “ t1, 4, 5, 7u Ď t1, 2, . . . , 9u, then
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚‚
7
5
4
1
UALA
U_A RA
These coordinates give rise to subgroups
utA “ tu P utn | uij ‰ 0 implies pi, jq P UAu
lA “ tu P utn | uij ‰ 0 implies pi, jq P LAu
ut_A “ tu P utn | uij ‰ 0 implies pi, jq P U
_
A u
rA “ tu P utn | uij ‰ 0 implies pi, jq P RAu
pA “ lAut
_
AutA.
Note that utn “ pArA, ut|A| – utA and utn´|A| – ut
_
A. In fact, consider the explicit isomorphisms
τ 1A : ut
_
A ÝÑ utm
eijptq ÞÑ ei´#taPA|aăiu,j´#taPA|aăiuptq,
(4.1)
and
τA : utA ÝÑ utn
eijptq ÞÑ ei´#tbăi|bRAu,j´mptq,
(4.2)
where eijptq is the matrix with t in the ith row and jth column and zeroes elsewhere. Our functors,
below, will pass up from ut_A ˆ utA through pA to utn or down in reverse.
4.2 The functor Exfl that goes up
There are two functors we will use to obtain a function scfputq b scfputq Ñ scfputq. The first is
inflation
InfpAut_AˆutA
: scfput_A ˆ utAq ÝÑ scfppAq
χb ψ ÞÑ
pA Ñ C
lu1u ÞÑ 1 lAplqχpu
1qψpuq
for u1 P ut_A, l P lA, u P utA,
and the second is the extension
ExtutnpA : scfppAq ÝÑ scfputnq
χ ÞÑ
utn Ñ C
yc ÞÑ χpyqregrApcq,
for c P cA, y P pA.
Note that the latter is almost extension by zeroes (up to a multiple by a power of q). Their
composition is the exflation functor
Exflutnut_AˆutA
“ ExtutnpA ˝ Inf
pA
ut_AˆutA
.
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Lemma 4.1. Let A Ď t1, 2, . . . ,m` nu with |A| “ n, w P Sm, and v P Sn.
(a) The character
Exfl
utm`n
ut_AˆutA
pχw b χvq “ χw’Av,
where for j R A and a P A,
ιjpw ’A vq “ ιj´#tbPA|băjupwq and ι
_
a pw ’A vq “ ι
_
a´#tiRA|iăaupvq.
(b) For 1 ď j ď m` n,
pw ’A vq
´1pjq “
"
w´1pj ´#ta P A | a ă juq if j R A,
v´1pj ´#ti R A | i ă juq `m if j P A.
Proof. (a) If u1 P ut_A, u P utA, l P lA and r P rA, then by Corollary 3.3,
Exflutnut_AˆutA
pχw b χvqplu1urq “ 1 lAplqχ
wpu1qχvpuqχCrAprq “ χ
w’Avplu1urq.
(b) Let y P Sk, and ιpyq “ pι1pyq, . . . , ιkpyqq. Then for 1 ď j ď k, we have
y´1pjq “
the 1` ιjpyqth smallest element in increasing order of the set
t1, 2, . . . , ku ´ ty´1p1q, . . . , y´1pj ´ 1qu.
Suppose j R A. Then ιjpw ’A vq “ ιj´kpwq where k “ #ta P A | a ă ju. Thus,
pw ’A vq
´1pjq “
the 1` ιj´kpwqth element in increasing order of the set
t1, 2, . . . ,m` nu ´ tpw ’A vq
´1p1q, . . . , pw ’A vq
´1pj ´ 1qu.
(4.3)
Similarly, if j P A and k “ #ti R A | i ă ju, then
pw ’A vq
´1pjq “
the 1`m´ k ` ιj´kpvqth element in increasing order of the set
t1, 2, . . . ,m` nu ´ tpw ’A vq
´1p1q, . . . , pw ’A vq
´1pj ´ 1qu.
(4.4)
If we show that for every j P A, pw ’A vq
´1pjq ą m and for every j R A, pw ’A vq
´1pjq ď m, the
desired result follows from 4.3 and 4.4. Suppose these properties hold for every positive integer less
than j. Then the set tpw ’A vq
´1p1q, . . . , pw ’A vq
´1pj ´ 1qu contains |ta P A | a ă ju| elements
bigger than m and |t1 ď i ă j | i R Au| elements less than m. It now follows that if j R A, then the
1` ιj´kpwqth element in increasing order of the set t1, 2, . . . ,m` nu ´ tpw ’A vq
´1p1q, . . . , pw ’A
vq´1pj´1qu is less than or equal to m, and if j P A, the 1`m´k` ιj´kpvqth element in increasing
order of the set t1, 2, . . . ,m` nu ´ tpw ’A vq
´1p1q, . . . , pw ’A vq
´1pj ´ 1qu is greater than m.
Remark 4.2. On diagrams, we shuffle the inverse permutations or the columns of the diagrams
according to the columns picked out by A (indicated in gray in the example, below). For example,
»
——————–
˝ ˝
˝
˝ ˝
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffifl
314625
251364
’t1,4,5,8u
»
——–
˝
˝ ˝
fi
ffiffifl
2413
3142
“
»
———————————————–
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝ ˝
˝
˝ ˝
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
627 10394815
9257 1013864
Thus, we can think of the ’A as a shifted shuffle of the columns of the Rothe diagrams.
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By the above remark, if we first invert the permutations, we actually start shuffling the permu-
tations, so we use the ‹-duality.
Theorem 4.3. Let A Ď t1, 2, . . . , nu. Then for w P Sm and v P Sn,
Exflutnut_AˆutA
´
pχwq‹ b pχvq‹
¯‹
“ χwAv.
Proof. By definition,
Exflutnut_AˆutA
´
pχwq‹ b pχvq‹
¯‹
“ χpw
´1’Av
´1q´1 .
Thus, it suffices to show that wA v “ pw
´1 ’A v
´1q´1. By Lemma 4.1(b),
pw´1 ’A v
´1q´1pjq “
"
wpj ´#ta P A | a ă juq if j R A,
m` vpj ´#ti R A | i ă juq if j P A.
“ pwA vqpjq,
as desired.
4.3 The functor Dela that goes down
For 1 ď i ă j ď n, let
eijp˚q “
1
q
ÿ
tPFq
1
F
`
q
ptqeijptq P Cutn and e
K
ijp˚q “
1
q
ÿ
tPFq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qptq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qp1q
eijptq P Cutn.
For a subset S Ď tpi, jq | 1 ď i ă j ď nu, let
eS “
ź
pi,jqPS
eijp˚q and e
K
S “
ź
pi,jqPS
eKijp˚q.
The Frobenius adjoint to inflation is deflation
DefpAut_AˆutA
: scfppAq ÝÑ scfput
_
A ˆ utAq
χ ÞÑ
ut_A ˆ utA Ñ C
pu1, uq ÞÑ χpeLAu
1uq.
We will also use collapsing
ColutnpA : scfputnq ÝÑ scfppAq
χ ÞÑ
pA Ñ C
y ÞÑ χpyeKRAq,
which does not seem to be a standard functor in the literature.
Remark 4.4. In our definition of these functors, we abuse notation slightly by defining the functors
on elements in the group algebra, instead of directly on elements in the group. However, one may
obtain a formula on group elements by linearity.
Their composition is the delapsing functor
Delautnut_AˆutA
“ DefpAut_AˆutA
˝ColutnpA .
While exflation is generally nonzero on supercharacters, the following result shows that delapsing
only gives nonzero values in very specific instances.
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Lemma 4.5. Let A Ď t1, 2, . . . , nu, w P Sn.
(a) If Delautnut_AˆutA
pχwq ‰ 0, then
tpa, a` ιapwq ` 1q | a P Au Ď UA and tpj, j ` ιjpwqq | j R A, ιjpwq ‰ 0u Ď U
_
A .
(b) If Delautnut_AˆutA
pχwq ‰ 0, then for each i, wpiq P A implies i ą n´ |A|.
Proof. (a) We prove the contrapositive in two cases. Suppose there exists a P A with pa, a`ιapwq`
1q R UA. Then pa, a ` ιapwq ` 1q “ pa0, b0q P LA, so b0 ´ a0 “ ιa0pwq ` 1. By Corollary 3.3, for
x P ut_A ˆ utA Ď utn,
Delautnut_AˆutA
pχwqpxq
“ preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
q
´1
q
ÿ
tPFq
t
¯ ź
1ďiăjďn
j´iďιipvq
1
F
`
q
pxijq
ź
1ďiăjďn
j´i“ιipvq`1
pi,jq‰pa0,b0q
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qpxijq
ź
1ďiăjďn
j´iąιipvq`1
reg
F
`
q
pxijq,
where
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
q
´1
q
ÿ
tPFq
t
¯
“
1
q
´
q ´ 1` pq ´ 1qp´1q
¯
“ 0.
Suppose instead that there exists j R A with ιjpwq ‰ 0 and pj, j ` ιjpwqq R U
_
A . Then pj, j `
ιjpwqq “ pi0, j0q P RA with j0 ´ i0 ă ιi0pwq ` 1. For x P ut
_
A ˆ utA Ď utn,
Delautnut_AˆutA
pχwqpxq
“ p1
F
`
q
q
´1
q
ÿ
tPFq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qptq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qp1q
t
¯ ź
1ďiăjďn
j´iďιipvq
pi,jq‰pi0,j0q
1
F
`
q
pxijq
ź
1ďiăjďn
j´i“ιipvq`1
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qpxijq
ź
1ďiăjďn
j´iąιipvq`1
reg
F
`
q
pxijq,
where
p1
F
`
q
q
´1
q
ÿ
tPFq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qptq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qp1q
t
¯
“
1
q
´
1` pq ´ 1q
´1
q ´ 1
¯
“ 0.
(b) If Delautnut_AˆutA
pχwq ‰ 0, then both conditions from (a) must be satisfied.
Let i0 be maximal such that wpi0q R A. Then pwpi0q, wpi0q ` ιwpi0qpwqq P U
_
A implies
#ta P A | a ą wpi0qu ď n´ ιwpi0qpwq ´ wpi0q “ #th ą i0 | wphq ą wpi0qu.
In other words,
#twphq P A | h ă i0, wphq ą wpi0qu ď #th ą i0 | wphq R A,wphq ą wpi0qu “ 0. (4.5)
If there is no wphq P A with h ă i0, then we are done. Else, let h0 be minimal such that wph0q P A.
Then by (4.5) we must have wph0q ă wpi0q. Since pwph0q, wph0q ` ιwpi0qpwq ` 1q P UA, we have
#ta P A | a ą wph0qu ě n´ ιwph0qpwq ´ wph0q “ #ti ą h0 | wpiq ą wph0qu,
or
0 “ #twpiq P A | i ă h0, wpiq ą wph0qu ě #twpiq R A | i ą h0, wpiq ą wph0qu ě 1
a contradiction. Thus, there is no wphq P A with h ă i0.
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This lemma implies that the Dela-functor gives a standardized deconcatenation on the super-
character basis.
Theorem 4.6. Let A Ď t1, 2, . . . ,m` nu with |A| “ n. For w P Sm`n,
Delautnut_AˆutA
pχwq “
"
χwďm b χwąm if w´1pAq “ tm` 1, . . . ,m` nu,
0 otherwise.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 (b), we may assume wpiq P A only if i ą m. By Lemma 4.5 (a), if a P A and
pa, bq P LA, then b´ a ď ιapwq, and if i R A and pi, jq P RA, then j ´ i ě ιipwq ` 1. Thus, when we
apply Corollary 3.3 to χw, for pa, bq P LA we have
1
F
`
q
´1
q
ÿ
tPFq
t
¯
“
1
q
q “ 1,
and for pi, jq P RA either
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
q
´1
q
ÿ
tPFq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qptq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qp1q
t
¯
“
1
q
´
pq ´ 1q ` pq ´ 1q
p´1q2
q ´ 1
¯
“ 1,
or
reg
F
`
q
´1
q
ÿ
tPFq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qptq
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qp1q
t
¯
“
1
q
q “ 1.
By the definition of delapsing we therefore have
Delautnut_
A
ˆutA
pχwqpu1, uq “
ˆ ź
pi,jqPU_
A
j´iďιipwq
1
F
`
q
pu1ijq
ź
pi,jqPU_
A
j´i“ιipwq`1
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qpu1ijq
ź
pi,jqPU_
A
j´iąιipwq`1
reg
F
`
q
pu1ijq
˙
¨
ˆ ź
pi,jqPUA
j´iďιipwq
1
F
`
q
puijq
ź
pi,jqPUA
j´i“ιipwq`1
preg
F
`
q
´ 1
F
`
q
qpuijq
ź
pi,jqPUA
j´iąιipwq`1
reg
F
`
q
puijq
˙
.
Using the isomorphism (4.1),
χwďmpτ 1Apu
1qq “ χwpu1q,
since pj ´#ta P A | a ă iuq ´ pi ´#ta P A | a ă iuq “ j ´ i and ιjpwq “ ιj´#taăj|aPAupwďmq for
all j R A.
Next using the isomorphism (4.2),
χwąmpτApuqq “ χ
wpuq,
since j ´m´ pi´#tb ă i | b R Auq “ j ´ i´#tb ą i | b R Au and
ιj´#tbăj|bRAupwąmq “ ιjpwq ´#tb ą j | b R Au.
We can conclude that
Delautnut_AˆutA
pχwqpu1, uq “ χwďmpu1qχwąmpuq,
as desired.
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Remark 4.7. For deconcatenating, we split off the last k rows (if we are deconcatenating k digits
off the end). »
———————————————–
˝ ˝
˝ ˝
˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝
˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝
˝ ˝ ˝ ˝
˝ ˝
˝
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
831 10746925
3926 10 57184
“
»
——————–
˝ ˝ ˝ ˝
˝
˝ ˝
˝
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffifl
521643
326514
.
»
——–
˝ ˝
˝ ˝
fi
ffiffifl
3412
3412
This can be thought of as a deconcatenation of the codes. Alternatively, this can also be viewed as
a deshuffle of the inverse permutations picked out by the columns of A (as indicated by the gray
inverses of the permutations).
4.4 The Malvenuto–Reutenauer algebra and scfputq
Using the functors from the previous section, we may define a representation theoretic product and
coproduct on scfputq. For the product we define
scfputmq b scfputnq ÝÑ scfputm`nq
αb β ÞÑ
ÿ
AĎt1,2,...,m`nu
|A|“n
Exfl
utm`n
ut_AˆutA
pα‹ b β‹q‹,
and coproduct given by
∆ : scfputnq ÝÑ
nà
m“0
scfputn´mq b scfputmq
α ÞÑ
ÿ
AĎt1,2,...,nu
Delautnut_AˆutA
pαq.
From Theorems 4.3 and 4.6 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.8.
(a) For w P Sm and v P Sn,
χwχv “
ÿ
yPwv
χy.
(b) For w P Sn,
∆pχwq “
nÿ
m“0
χwďm b χwąm.
In particular, by comparing with (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain a Hopf algebra isomorphism to the
Malvenuto–Reutenauer algebra.
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Corollary 4.9. The function
ch : scfputq ÝÑ FQSym
χw ÞÑ Fw
is a Hopf algebra isomorphism.
Remark 4.10. By computing the structure constants we get away with not checking that Exfl
with the ‹-involution and Dela are Hopf compatible. There should be an algebraic proof of this, but
that would likely also require a better representation theoretic interpretation of the ‹-involution.
4.5 The dual Hopf algebra scfputq˚
It is well-known that the Malvenuto–Reutenauer algebra FQSym is self-dual (albeit in an interesting
fashion); however, we think it is instructive to study this duality from a representation theoretic
point of view. The dual Hopf algebra can be constructed from a choice of bilinear form on scfputq.
However, the representation theoretic construction supplies a canonical inner product on characters
given by
x¨, ¨y : scfputmq b scfputnq ÝÑ C
γ b ψ ÞÑ
$&
%
1
|utn|
ÿ
uPutn
γpuqψpuq if m “ n,
0 otherwise.
Note that for w, v P Sn,
xδw, δvy “
#
|Clw|
|utn|
if v “ w,
0 otherwise,
and xχw, χvy “
"
χwp1q if v “ w,
0 otherwise.
However, the permutation characters are not orthogonal (eg. they all contain the trivial character).
To construct the dual Hopf algebra, it will be helpful to construct the adjoint functors with respect
to this inner product.
Proposition 4.11. Let A Ď t1, 2, . . . , nu. For γ P scfputnq and ϕb θ P scfput
_
Aq b scfputAq,
|rA|xDela
utn
ut_AˆutA
pγq, ϕ b θy “ xγ,Exflutnut_AˆutA
pϕb θqy.
Proof. It suffices to check this equality on a basis. Let w P Sn. By Remark 4.7, if w
´1 “ v´1Ax
´1,
then
Delautnut_AˆutA
pχwq “ χv b χx.
On the other hand, if y P Sn´|A| and z P S|A|, then by Remark 4.2,
Exflutnut_AˆutA
pχy b χzq “ χpy
´1
Az
´1q´1 .
Since supercharacters are orthogonal,
|rA|xDela
utn
ut_AˆutA
pχwq, χy b χzy “ |rA|xχ
v b χx, χy b χzy
“
"
|rA|χ
yp1qχzp1q if v “ y and x “ z,
0 otherwise.
(4.6)
while
xχw,Exflutnut_AˆutA
pχy b χzqy “ xχw, χpy
´1
Az
´1q´1y
“
"
χwp1q if w´1 “ y´1 A z
´1,
0 otherwise.
(4.7)
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By construction (4.6) and (4.7) are simultaneously nonzero. By the definition of exflation,
χwp1q “ Exflutnut_AˆutA
pχv b χxqp1q “ |rA|χ
vp1qχxp1q,
completing the desired equality.
We therefore obtain the dual Hopf algebra structure on scfputq with product
scfputmq b scfputnq ÝÑ scfputm`nq
αb β ÞÑ
ÿ
AĎt1,2,...,m`nu
|A|“n
1
|rA|
Exfl
utm`n
ut_AˆutA
pαb βq,
and coproduct
∆ : scfputnq ÝÑ
nà
m“0
scfputn´mq b scfputmq
α ÞÑ
ÿ
AĎt1,2,...,nu
|rA|Dela
utn
ut_AˆutA
pα‹q‹.
With respect to our inner product x¨, ¨y we have dual bases
Superclass identifiers. By the orthogonality relation,
δ˚w “
1
|Clw|
δw.
Supercharacters. By the orthogonality relation,
pχwq˚ “
1
χwp1q
χw.
Remark 4.12. From the results of the previous section, the product and coproduct of χ
w
χwp1q shuffle
and deconcatenate along the columns of the diagram of w. Alternatively, we shuffle inverses and
deconcatenate the inverse word. It follows that
scfputq ÝÑ scfputq
χw ÞÑ
`
pχwq‹
˘˚
is a Hopf algebra isomorphism. Note that this differs somewhat from the standard isomorphism
since we are using a slightly different pairing.
5 The permutation character basis of scfputq
Up to this point, we have worked almost exclusively with the supercharacter basis. However, we
have two other canonical bases at our disposal. This section computes the structure constants for
the permutation character basis (2.4).
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5.1 ‹-duality
We begin with a result that applies the ‹-involution to a permutation character. We note that
while the formula in Theorem 5.1 has negative coefficients, the resulting sum remains a character
(ie. is “supercharacter-positive”).
For x, y P Sn, let xY y, xX y P Sn be the unique permutations such that
utx X uty “ utxXy and utx Y uty “ utxYy.
Let C_z be the Boolean sublattice of the permutation inversion table lattice generated by the set
ty ă z | z covers yu.
Here, we require the notion of code κpwq introduced in Section 2.1.
Theorem 5.1. For w P Sn,
pχ¯wq‹ “
ÿ
txPC_z |κpxqěκpw
´1qu“tyu
p´1q|ιpzq|´|ιpyq|χ¯z.
We require two lemmas that examine the structure of C_z . Because we will be using both
the code and the inversion table order simultaneously, we will use Rothe diagrams heavily in this
section. By inspection, Proposition 3.1 implies the diagram of w covers the diagram of v if we
“swap” two hooks that are only separated by hooks from earlier columns (or columns to the left).
Visually,
w “
wpjq wpiq
j
i
and v “
vpiq vpjq
j
i
.
Fix w, z P Sn. For Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, below, we define
L “ tx P C_z | κpxq ě κpwqu.
Our first lemma shows that L is a lattice.
Lemma 5.2. If x, y P L, then xX y, xY y P L.
Proof. We begin by proving that
(a) if x X y ‰ x, then there exists x˜ P C_z such that |ιpx˜q| “ |ιpxq| ´ 1 with ιpx˜q ě ιpx X yq and
κpx˜q ě κpwq.
(b) if x Y y ‰ x, then there exists x˜ P C_z such that |ιpx˜q| “ |ιpxq| ` 1 with ιpx˜q ď ιpx Y yq and
κpx˜q ě κpwq.
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The result then follows by iterating (a) and (b), respectively.
(a) Since x ‰ x X y, there exists i minimal such that ιipx X yq “ ιipxq ´ 1; let x˜ P C
_
z be
determined by ιpx˜q “ ιpxq´ ei. By considering Rothe diagrams, we have that κhpx˜q “ κhpxq unless
h P tx´1piq, x˜´1piqu. In these positions,
x “
i
x´1piq
x˜´1piq
x˜ “
i
x´1piq
x˜´1piq
y “
i
x´1piq
x˜´1piq
However, κx´1piqpx˜q ě κx´1piqpxq ě κx´1piqpwq and by the minimality of i,
κx˜´1piqpx˜q “ κx˜´1piqpyq ě κx˜´1piqpwq.
Thus, κpx˜q ě κpwq.
(b) Since x ‰ x Y y, there exists i minimal such that ιipy Y xq “ ιipxq ` 1; let x˜ P C
_
z be
determined by ιpx˜q “ ιpxq ` ei. We have that κhpx˜q “ κhpxq unless h P tx
´1piq, x˜´1piqu.
x “
i
x˜´1piq
x´1piq
x˜ “
i
x´1piq
x˜´1piq y “
i
x´1piq
x˜´1piq
However, κx´1piqpx˜q ě κx´1piqpxq ě κx´1piqpwq and by the minimality of i, κx˜´1piqpx˜q “ κx˜´1piqpyq ě
κx˜´1piqpwq. Thus, κpx˜q ě κpwq.
The next lemma shows that the L is in fact a Boolean lattice.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose yM is the maximal element and ym the minimal element of L. Let
J “ t1 ď j ď n | ιjpyM q “ ιjpymq ` 1u.
If ιpxq “ ιpyM q ´ ej with j P J , then x P L.
Proof. Fix j P J and let ιpxq “ ιpyM q ´ ej . Then
yM “
j
x´1pjq
y´1M pjq x “
j
x´1pjq
y´1M pjq ym “
j1
x´1pjq
y´1M pjq
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where j1 ď j is some element in J . We have κipxq “ κipyM q unless i P tx
´1pjq, y´1M pjqu, and
κ
y´1M pjq
pxq ě κ
y´1M pjq
pyM q ě κy´1M pjq
pwq.
It remains to show that κx´1pjqpxq ě κpwq. Recall that
κx´1pjqpxq “ #ti ă j | x
´1piq ą x´1pjqu and κx´1pjqpymq “ #ti ă j
1 | y´1m piq ą y
´1
m pj
1qu,
so it suffices to show that
ti ă j | x´1piq ą x´1pjqu Ě ti ă j1 | y´1m piq ą y
´1
m pj
1qu.
Consider i ă j1 with y´1m piq ą y
´1
m pj
1q “ x´1pjq. The following shows that x´1piq ą x´1pjq (in
which case we are done).
Case i P J. Since y´1m piq ą y
´1
m pj
1q “ x´1pjq, we must have x´1piq ą x´1pjq.
Case i R J. Here, either x´1piq “ y´1m piq so x
´1piq ą x´1pjq, or x´1piq ă y´1m piq. In the latter
case, there exists h ă i with h P J , x´1phq ą x´1piq minimal, and x´1phq “ y´1m piq. However,
for this covering swap to be possible, x´1piq ą x´1pjq.
Putting these two lemmas gives us the proof of the main theorem of this section.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Using the decomposition of χ¯w into supercharacters, we have
pχ¯wq‹ “
ÿ
utyĚutw
χy
´1
“
ÿ
utyĚutw
ÿ
utzĚuty´1
µpy´1, zqχ¯z “
ÿ
zPSn
´ ÿ
utyĎutz
ut
y´1
Ěutw
µpy, zq
¯
χ¯z.
By definition, uty´1 Ě utw if and only if ιpy
´1q ě ιpwq if and only if κpyq ě κpw´1q. Note that
µpy, zq “
"
p´1q|ιpzq|´|ιpyq| if y P C_z ,
0 otherwise.
Thus, the coefficient is zero if tx P C_z | κpxq ě κpw
´1qu “ H. If #tx P C_z | κpxq ě κpw
´1qu ě 1,
then by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, these elements form a complete Boolean sublattice of C_z . Thus, the
sum of the Mo¨bius functions will be zero unless the sublattice has only one element.
5.2 Coproduct
The coproduct on this basis behaves as a weak standardized deconcatenation. We begin with the
analog to Lemma 4.5 in this context.
Lemma 5.4. Let A Ď t1, 2, . . . , nu, w P Sn. If Dela
utn
ut_AˆutA
pχ¯wq ‰ 0, then tpj, j ` ιjpwqq | j R
A, ιjpwq ‰ 0u Ď U
_
A .
Proof. Suppose that there exists j R A with ιjpwq ‰ 0 and pj, j ` ιjpwqq R U
_
A . If utv ě utw, then
pj, j ` ιjpvqq P RA, and thus by part (a) of Lemma 4.5, we have Dela
utn
ut_AˆutA
pχvq “ 0. Therefore,
Delautnut_AˆutA
pχ¯wq “ Delautnut_AˆutA
˜ ÿ
utwĎutv
χv
¸
“
ÿ
utwĎutv
Delautnut_AˆutA
pχvq “ 0,
as desired.
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Let id be the identity element of Sn, recall the notation ι
_pwq from (3.3), and for B “
tb1, . . . , bℓu Ď t1, 2, . . . , nu, let
ιpwqB “ pιb1pwq, . . . , ιbℓpwqq where b1 ă b2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bℓ.
Theorem 5.5. For w P Sn,
∆pχ¯wq “
ÿ
A\B“t1,2,...,nu
ιpwqB an inversion table
χ¯ιpwqB b χ¯ι
_pwqA^ι
_pidAq.
Proof. Let ph, gq P Clβ ˆ Clα, where α and β are inversion tables. We have that
Delautnut_
A
ˆutA
pχ¯wqph, gq “
ÿ
lPlA,rPrA
1
q|LA|`|RA|
ˆ
´1
q ´ 1
˙#tpi,jq|rij‰0u
χ¯wplph, gqrq.
However, by Lemma 5.4, every term in the sum is zero for nontrivial r P rA. In addition,
χ¯wplph, gqq ‰ 0 if and only if l P utw,
βj´#taăj|aPAu ď ιjpwq, for all j R A, and α
_
a´#tiăa|iRAu ą ι
_
a pwq for all a P A.
If α and β satisfy these conditions, then
Delautnut_AˆutA
pχ¯wqph, gq “
|lA X utw|
q|LA|`|RA|
|utn|
|utw|
“
|lA X utw|
|lA||rA|
q|ι
_pwq|. (5.1)
On the other hand, χ¯ιpwqA b χ¯ι
_pwqA^ι
_pidAqph, gq ‰ 0 exactly when for all j R A,
βj´#taăj|aPAu ď ιjpwq and for all a P A, α
_
a´#tiăa|iRAu ą ι
_
a pwq.
In this case,
χ¯ιpwqA b χ¯ι
_pwqA^ι
_pidAqph, gq “
|ut_A|
|utιpwqA |
|utA|
|utι_pwqA^ι_p1Aq|
“
ź
jRA
q|A|´j´ιjpwq
ź
aPA
ι_a pwqď#tbąa|bPAu
qι
_
a pwq
ź
aPA
ι_a pwqą#tbąa|bPAu
q#tbąa|bPAu
“
1
q|RA|
ź
jRA
qn´j´ιjpwq
ź
aPA
ι_a pwqď#tbąa|bPAu
qι
_
a pwq
ź
aPA
ι_a pwqą#tbąa|bPAu
q#tbąa|bPAu
“
1
|rA|
ź
jRA
qn´j´ιjpwq
ź
aPA
ι_a pwqď#tbąa|bPAu
qι
_
a pwq
ź
aPA
ι_a pwqą#tbąa|bPAu
qι
_
a pwq
q#tpa,jqPLA|j´aąιapwqu
“
|lA X utw|
|lA||rA|
ź
jRA
qι
_
j pwq
ź
aPA
ι_a pwqď#tbąa|bPAu
qι
_
a pwq
ź
aPA
ι_a pwqą#tbąa|bPAu
qι
_
a pwq.
Apply the definition of |ι_pwq| to get equality with (5.1).
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5.3 Product
To compute the product on the permutation characters, one might either use the duality formula
given in Theorem 5.1, or the supercharacter basis. This section will take the latter approach. Using
the transition matrix, for v P Sm and w P Sn,
χ¯v ¨ χ¯w “
´ ÿ
xěv
χy
¯´ ÿ
x1ěw
χx
1
¯
“
ÿ
xěv
x1ěw
ÿ
yPxx1
χy
“
ÿ
xěv
x1ěw
ÿ
yPxx1
ÿ
zěy
µpy, zqχ¯z
“
ÿ
zPSm`n
ˆ ÿ
yďz
yt1,2,...,muěv
ytm`1,...,m`nuěw
µpy, zq
˙
χ¯z.
The goal of this section is to showÿ
yďz
yt1,2,...,muěv
ytm`1,...,m`nuěw
µpy, zq P t´1, 0, 1u.
By Proposition 3.1, a covering inversion pwpiq, wpjqq in w is a pair with i maximal such that
i ď pă?qj and wpiq ą wpjq. Alternatively, if w1 is the permutation obtained by switching wpiq and
wpjq, then
ιkpw
1q “
"
ιkpwq ´ 1 if k “ wpjq,
ιkpwq otherwise.
Thus, every 1 ď wpjq ď n can be the second coordinate in at most one covering inversion (de-
termined by whether ιwpjqpwq ą 0 or not). We will refer to w
1 as the permutation obtained by
removing the covering inversion pwpiq, wpjqq from w. Let
CInvpwq “ tpwpiq, wpjqq a covering inversionu.
The following lemma is not used explicitly below, but underlies much of the intuition in what
follows. Specifically, it says that given any set of covering inversions, one may remove them in a
specific order so that with each removal the remaining covering inversions do not change.
Lemma 5.6. Let w P Sn and I Ď CInvpwq. Let pwpiq, wpjqq P I be selected with wpjq minimal. If
w1 is the permutation with pwpiq, wpjqq removed, then I ´ tpwpiq, wpjqqu Ď CInvpw1q.
Proof. Let pwpkq, wplqq P I ´ tpwpiq, wpjqqu where by minimality of wpjq, we have wpjq ă wplq.
Then either l ă i or l ą j. In either case, if we remove pwpiq, wpjqq from w, then the resulting
permutation w1 will still have pwpkq, wplqq as a covering inversion.
By iteratively applying Lemma 5.6 it makes sense to define for C Ď CInvpwq, the permutation
wrmpCq “ the permutation obtained by removing C from w.
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Remark 5.7. Note that since
tzrmpCq | C Ď CInvpzqu
is a Boolean lattice, we have that for z P Sn and y ď z,
µpy, zq “
"
p´1q|C| if y “ zrmpCq for some C Ď CInvpzq,
0 otherwise.
If v P Sm and w P Sn, let
dShv,w “ ty P Sm`n | yt1,2,...,mu ě v, ytm`1,...,m`nu ě wu
CInvSzv,w “ tC Ď CInvpzq | z
rmpCq P dShv,wu.
Our goal is to compute
Coeffpχ¯vχ¯w; χ¯zq “
ÿ
CPCInvSzv,w
p´1q|C|. (5.2)
We will do this by iteratively partitioning CInvSzv,w into blocks that contain an internal sign re-
versing bijection until we are left with at most 1 element.
5.3.1 Free covering inversions
A covering inversion c P CInvpzq is called free with respect to the pair pv,wq if for all C Ď
CInvpzq ´ tcu,
C P CInvSzv,w if and only if C Y tcu P CInvS
z
v,w.
To help get an intuition for free covering inversions we analyze the different types of covering
inversions that occur. For example, let
z “ 971458326 with CInvpzq “ tp9, 7q, p9, 8q, p7, 1q, p7, 4q, p7, 5q, p8, 3q, p8, 6q, p3, 2qu,
and consider the deshuffle
zt1,2,3,4,5u “ 14532 with ιpzt1,2,3,4,5uq “ p0, 3, 2, 0, 0q,
zt6,7,8,9u “ 4231 with ιpzt6,7,8,9uq “ p3, 1, 1, 0q.
Then p3, 2q, p9, 7q, and p7, 5q have fundamentally different behaviors in terms of zt1,2,3,4,5u and
zt6,7,8,9u, as outlined below.
Case 1. If a covering inversion pzpiq, zpjqq satisfies zpiq ď m, then there is a corresponding covering
inversion pzpiq, zpjqq P CInvpzt1,2,...,muq and´
zrmptpzpiq,zpjquq
¯
t1,2...,mu
“ pzt1,2,...,muq
rmptpzpiq,zpjquq. (5.3)
In terms of their inversion table,
ιzpj1q
´
pzrmptpzpiq,zpjqquqt1,2,...,mu
¯
“
"
ιzpjq
`
zt1,2,...,mu
˘
´ 1 if j1 “ j,
ιzpjq
`
zt1,2,...,mu
˘
otherwise.
In this case, the removal of pzpiq, zpjqq has no effect on ztm`1,...,m`nu.
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Case 2. If a covering inversion pzpiq, zpjqq satisfies zpjq ą m, then there is a corresponding covering
inversion pzpiq ´m, zpjq ´mq P CInvpztm`1,...,m`nuq, and´
zrmptpzpiq,zpjquq
¯
tm`1,...,m`nu
“ pztm`1,...,m`nuq
rmptpzpiq´m,zpjq´muq. (5.4)
In terms of inversion tables,
ιzpj1q
´
pzrmptpzpiq,zpjqquqtm`1,...,m`nu
¯
“
"
ιzpjq
`
ztm`1,...,m`nu
˘
´ 1 if j1 “ j,
ιzpjq
`
ztm`1,...,m`nu
˘
otherwise.
In this case, the removal of pzpiq, zpjqq has not effect on zt1,2,...,mu.
Case 3. If a covering inversion pzpiq, zpkqq satisfies zpiq ą m and zpkq ď m, then stranger things
can happen. In this case,
ιzpjq
´
pzrmptpzpiq,zpkqquqt1,2,...,mu
¯
“
"
ιzpjq
`
zt1,2,...,mu
˘
` 1 if i ă j ă k,
ιzpjq
`
zt1,2,...,mu
˘
otherwise.
So in this case, removing the covering inversion can increase the size of the deshuffled per-
mutation, and the removal of pzpiq, zpjqq has no effect on ztm`1,...,m`nu.
Lemma 5.8. Let v P Sm, w P Sn, and z P Sm`n. Then
(a) If z has a free covering inversion with respect to pv,wq thenÿ
CPCInvSzv,w
p´1q|C| “ 0.
(b) Suppose CInvSzv,w ‰ H. If z has no free covering inversions with respect to pv,wq, then
zt1,2...,mu č v and ztm`1,...,m`nu “ w.
Proof. (a) If CInvSzv,w “ H, then the sum is trivially 0. Else, C P CInvS
z
v,w and we have a bijection
between
φ : tC P CInvSzv,w | c P Cu ÝÑ tD P CInvS
z
v,w | c R Du,
such that p´1q|φpCq| “ ´p´1q|C|. It follows that the sum is zero.
(b) By (5.3) and (5.4) any covering inversion that is in those two cases respects the ordering
on the deshuffled permutation. Thus, if zt1,2...,mu ą v or ztm`1,...,m`nu ą w, then there exists
pzpiq, zpjqq P CInvpzq with either zpiq ď m or zpjq ą m such that ιzpjqpzq ą ιzpjqpv.wq; it follows
that pzpiq, zpjqq is free. If ztm`1,...,m`nu ğ w, then there is no set of covering inversions C such that
z
rmpCq
tm`1,...,m`nu
ě w. Thus, ztm`1,...,m`nu “ w.
Corollary 5.9. Suppose CInvSzv,w has no free covering inversions and C P CInvS
z
v,w. Then
pzpiq, zpjqq P C implies zpjq ď m.
For a set of covering inversions C Ď CInvpzq, we can represent each covering inversion on a row
of nodes by denoting pzpiq, zpjqq with an arc connecting the ith node to the jth node. For example,
z “ 971458326 with CInvpzq “ tp9, 7q, p9, 8q, p7, 1q, p7, 4q, p7, 5q, p8, 3q, p8, 6q, p3, 2qu,
would be given by
‚
9
‚
7
‚
1
‚
4
‚
5
‚
8
‚
3
‚
2
‚
6 .
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Note that by the definition of a covering inversion we cannot have pwpiq, wpkqq, pwpjq, wplqq P C
with i ă j ă k ă l, since we would simultaneously have wpkq ą wpjq and wpkq ă wpjq. Thus, the
arc diagram will always be crossing free. A connected component of C Ď CInvpzq is a nonempty
set of arcs that form connected component of the graph.
Lemma 5.10. Let C Ď CInvpzq be a connected component with minimal element at position i.
(a) If zpiq ď m, then
ιzpjqpz
rmpCq
t1,2,...,muq “
"
ιzpjq
`
zt1,2,...,mu
˘
´ 1 if pzpi1q, zpjqq P C for some i1 ě i,
ιzpjq
`
zt1,2,...,mu
˘
otherwise.
(b) Suppose zpiq ą m and for all j ą i such that pzpiq, zpjqq P C suppose zpjq ď m. Let k be the
maximal position in C. Then
ιzpjqpz
rmpCq
t1,2,...,muq “
"
ιzpjq
`
zt1,2,...,mu
˘
if j ă i, j ą k or pzpi1q, zpjqq P C for some i1 ě i,
ιzpjq
`
zt1,2,...,mu
˘
` 1 otherwise.
Proof. These follow from the fact that if i “ j0 ă j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jℓ are the points of C, then z
rmpCq is
the permutation given by
zrmpCqpkq “
$&
%
zpjr`1q if k “ jr, r ă ℓ,
zpiq if k “ jℓ,
zpkq otherwise.
In the first case, zpiq does not get removed when restricting to the subset, and in the second case
it does.
5.3.2 Nested covering inversions
We say a covering inversion pzpjq, zpkqq nests in C Ď CInvpzq if there exists i ď j ă k ă l such
that pzpiq, zplqq P C. Fix v P Sm, w P Sn and z P Sm`n and assume CInvS
z
v,w ‰ H with no free
covering inversions. Let C P CInvSzv,w. We say a covering inversion b R C is addable if b nests in
C and C Y tbu P CInvSzv,w. Similarly, a covering inversion b P C is removable if b nests in C and
C ´ tbu P CInvSzv,w. If there exists C P CInvS
z
v,w such that b is addable (resp. removable) in C,
then we say b is addable (resp. removable) in CInvSzv,w.
Let
crStzv,w “ tC P CInvS
z
v,w | C has no addable and no removable inversionsu, (5.5)
and
corev,wpzq “
#
min
CPcrStzv,w
t|C|u if CInvSzv,w has no free covering inversions and |crSt
z
v,w| R 2Z,
0 otherwise.
The main result of this section is the following product formula.
Theorem 5.11. For v P Sm and w P Sn,
χ¯v ¨ χ¯w “
ÿ
zPSm`n
corev,wpzq‰0
p´1qcorev,wpzqχ¯z.
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By Lemma 5.8 (a), we may assume for the remainder of this section that CInvSzv,w has no free
covering inversions. The basic strategy of the proof is to construct a number of sign reversing
bijections on subsets of CInvSzv,w that slowly reduce the sum in (5.2) into at most one term. The
first lemma sets up the underlying philosophy.
Lemma 5.12. Assume CInvpzq has no free covering inversions. Let b P CInvpzq be removable in
CInvSzv,w. Then the function
tC P CInvSzv,w | b is removable in Cu ÝÑ tD P CInvS
z
v,w | b is addable in Du
C ÞÑ C ´ tbu
is a bijection.
Proof. The goal is to show the function is well-defined, or C´tbu P CInvSzv,w. Since there are no free
covering inversions, either zpjq is in the same connected component as zpiq or zpjq ď m. By Lemma
5.10, any nested arc removed increases the inversion table over t1, 2, . . . ,mu, so if C P CInvSzv,w,
then so is C ´ tbu.
Thus, there is a subset Rptbuq Ď CInvSzv,w such thatÿ
CPCInvSzv,w
p´1q|C| “
ÿ
CPRptbuq
p´1q|C|.
In this case,
Rptbuq “ tC P CInvSzv,w | b is neither addable nor removable in Cu.
The following iterates this procedure.
Let B be a set of covering inversions removable in CInvSzv,w. Let
RpBq “
 
C P CInvSzv,w | C has no addable or removable inversions in B
(
.
A removal sequence of a set of removable inversions B is a bijection
η : t1, 2, . . . , |B|u ÝÑ B
j ÞÑ ηpjq
such that for each 1 ď j ď |B|,
ηpjq is removable in C for some C P Rptb P B | η´1pbq ă juq.
In this situation, let
KjpB; ηq “ Rptb P B | η
´1pbq ă juq ´Rptb P B | η´1pbq ď juq.
We obtain a set partition
tKjpB; ηq | 1 ď j ď |B|u YRpBq
of CInvSzv,w.
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Example. Suppose z “ 917426358, v “ 7142635, and w “ 21. Then
CInvpzq “ ‚
9
‚
1
‚
7
‚
4
‚
2
‚
6
‚
3
‚
5
‚
8
CInvSzv,w “
$’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
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1
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5
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1
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7
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‚
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3
‚
5
‚
8
,////////.
////////-
Let
B “ tp6, 3q, p4, 2qu with pηp1q, ηp2qq “ pp6, 3q, p4, 2qq.
Then
K1pB; ηq “
$&
%
‚
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‚
1
‚
7
‚
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‚
2
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3
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‚
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‚
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K2pB; ηq “
$&
%
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‚
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‚
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‚
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‚
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‚
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‚
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RpBq “
!
‚
9
‚
1
‚
7
‚
4
‚
2
‚
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‚
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5
‚
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‚
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‚
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‚
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9
‚
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‚
2
‚
6
‚
3
‚
5
‚
8
)
.
Note by the definition of KjpB; ηq,
KjpB; ηq “ tC P KjpB; ηq | ηpjq removable in Cu Y tD P KjpB; ηq | ηpjq addable in Du.
The following lemma finds sign-reversing bijection between these two non-intersecting subsets in
the way suggested by Lemma 5.12.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose B is a set of covering inversions removable in CInvSzv,w that admits a
removal sequence η. Then for 1 ď j ď |B|, the function
tC P KjpB; ηq | ηpjq removable in Cu ÝÑ tD P KjpB; ηq | ηpjq addable in Du
C ÞÑ C ´ tηpjqu
is a bijection.
Proof. The goal is to show that the bijection is well-defined. Suppose C ´ tηpjqu R KipB; ηq for
some i ď j. Then ηpiq is either addable or removable in C ´ tηpjqu. But adding ηpjq cannot affect
whether ηpiq is addable or removable, so C P KipB; ηq and i “ j.
As a consequence of this iterated procedure,ÿ
CPCInvSzv,w
p´1q|C| “
ÿ
CPRpBq
p´1q|C|. (5.6)
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For 1 ď i ď m` n, let
ccszv,wpiq “
"
C Ď CInvpzq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ C a connected component for someD P crStzv,w with smallest position i
*
,
where we recall the notation crStzv,w from (5.5).
Lemma 5.14. Let B be a set of covering inversions removable in CInvSzv,w maximal with the
property that there exists a removal sequence η. Then
(a) RpBq “ crStzv,w,
(b) for zpiq ą m, the set ccszv,wpiq forms a chain under containment, such that if B covers A in
ccszv,wpiq, then |B ´A| “ 1.
Proof. (a) By definition crStzv,w Ď RpBq. Let C P RpBq. By the maximality of B, C has no
removable inversions. Suppose b is an addable inversion for C. Then D “ C Y tbu P KjpB; ηq for
some 1 ď j ď |B|. By assumption b ‰ ηpjq. Thus, ηpjq P C. Since ηpjq is nested in D it must also
be so in C (worst case it is nested in b, but b is also nested). Thus, C P KjpB; ηq, a contradiction.
(b) Suppose A,B P ccszv,wpiq with B ‰ H. Let k be the largest position of B. If A “ H,
then A Ď B. Else, let A “ tpi, a1q, pa1, a2q, . . . , paℓ´1, aℓqu and B “ tpi, b1q, pb1, b2q, . . . , pbr´1, brqu.
WLOG suppose ℓ ď r. If A Ę B, then there exists a minimal h ă ℓ such that pah, ah`1q ‰ pbh, bh`1q
(in particular, ah “ bh and ah`1 ‰ bh`1). However, in this case either pah, ah`1q is addable in B or
pbh, bh`1q is addable in A, both contradicting (a). Thus, A Ď B. If B covers A, then by the above
argument, pah, ah`1q “ pbh, bh`1q for all h ď ℓ. Now A,B P ccs
z
v,wpiq implies A Y tpbℓ, bℓ`1qu P
ccszv,wpiq, so r “ ℓ` 1.
Proof of Theorem 5.11. Choose a set B of covering inversions removable in CInvSzv,w maximal with
the property that there exists a removal sequence η. Note that by Lemma 5.14 (a) and (5.6), we
are interested in ÿ
CPcrStzv,w
p´1q|C|.
Let
I “ t1 ď i ď m` n | zpiq ą m, zpi ` 1q ď mu.
Since CInvSzv,w has no free covering inversions, every C P crSt
z
v,w has connected components whose
smallest positions are in I. Write
C “
ď
iPI
Ci,
where Ci P ccs
z
v,wpiq. Conversely, each collection of choices Bi P ccs
z
v,wpiq for i P I givesď
iPI
Bi P crSt
z
v,w.
Let min P crStzv,w be the choice where mini P ccs
z
v,wpiq is minimal for each i P I. Then
ÿ
CPcrStzv,w
p´1q|C| “
ℓź
r“1
ˆ ÿ
CiPccszv,wpiq
p´1q|Ci|
˙
“
$&
%
ź
iPI
p´1q|mini | if |ccszv,wpiq| R 2Z for all i P I,
0 otherwise.
Finally, corev,wpzq “
ř
iPI |mini | if |ccs
z
v,wpiq| R 2Z for all i P I and 0 otherwise, recovering the
result.
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6 A final Hopf monoid remark
The representation theoretic point of view suggests a Hopf monoid version of FQSym. We refer
the reader to [2] for more details on Hopf monoids. Define a vector species
scfputq : tsetsu ÝÑ tvector spacesu
A ÞÑ
À
φPLrAs scfputφq,
where LrAs is the set of linear orders on A and utφ is the group of upper-triangular matrices with
rows and columns indexed by A in the order given by φ.
For non-intersecting sets A and B with φ P LrAs, τ P LrBs and γ P LrAYBs, define a product
by the linear extension of
mB,A : scfputφq b scfputτ q ÝÑ
à
γPφτ
scfputγq
ψ b η ÞÑ
ÿ
γPφτ
Exfl
utγ
utφˆutτ
pψ‹ b η‹q‹,
and coproduct by the linear extension of
∆B,A : scfputγq ÝÑ scfputγB q b scfputγAq
ψ ÞÑ Dela
utγ
utγBˆutγA
pψq.
Remark 6.1. Unlike in [3], the underlying functions on the towers of groups do not come from
a Hopf structure on linear orders. There will therefore not be an (obvious) Hadamard product in
this case.
Theorem 6.2. The species scfputq is a Hopf monoid.
Proof. We check the compatibility condition
∆T,B ˝mL,R “ pmLT,RT bmLB,RBq ˝ p∆LT,LB b∆RT,RBq.
for L \ R “ T \ B, LT “ LX T , RT “ R X T , LB “ LX B, and RB “ R X B. Let v P Sφ and
w P Sτ . One the one hand,
LHSpχv b χwq “
ÿ
γPφτ
Dela
utγ
utγT ˆutγB
pχ
v
γ´1pRqwq
“
ÿ
γPφτ
T“pv
γ´1pRq
wq˝γpt1,2,...,|T |uq
χ
pv
γ´1pRqwqT b χ
pv
γ´1pRqwqB .
On the other hand,
p∆LT,LB b∆RT,RBqpχ
v b χwq
“
$&
% χ
vLT b χvLB b χwRT b χwRB
if LT “ tv ˝ φpjq | 1 ď j ď |LT |u
RT “ tw ˝ τpjq | 1 ď j ď |RT |u,
0 otherwise,
so
RHSpχv b χwq
“
$’’&
’’%
ÿ
αPφLTτRT
βPφLBτRB
χ
vLTα´1pRT qwRT b χ
vLBβ´1pRBqwRB
if LT “ tv ˝ φpjq | 1 ď j ď |LT |u
RT “ tw ˝ τpjq | 1 ď j ď |RT |u,
0 otherwise.
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Note that by inspection both the LHS and RHS are multiplicity free. Suppose´
pvγ´1pRq wqT , pvγ´1pRq wqB
¯
satisfies γ P φ τ, T “ pvγ´1pRq wq ˝ γpt1, 2, . . . , |T |uqu. Then for 1 ď j ď |T |,
• γpjq P L if and only if vpφpj˜qq P LT , where j˜ “ j ´#ti ă j | γpiq P Ru,
• γpjq P R if and only if wpτpj1qq P RT , where j1 “ j ´#ti ă j | γpiq P Lu.
Thus, ´
pvγ´1pRq wqT , pvγ´1pRq wqB
¯
“
´
vLT γ´1T pRT q
wRT , vLB γ´1B pRBq
wRB
¯
,
where LT “ tv ˝ φpjq | 1 ď j ď |LT |u and RT “ tw ˝ τpjq | 1 ď j ď |RT |u.
Conversely, if ´
vLT α´1pRT q wRT , vLB β´1pRBq wRB
¯
,
satisfies α P φLT  τRT , β P φLB  τRB, LT “ tv ˝ φpjq | 1 ď j ď |LT |u and RT “ tw ˝ τpjq | 1 ď
j ď |RT |u, then´
vLT α´1pRT q wRT , vLB β´1pRBq wRB
¯
“
´
pvpα.βq´1pRq wqT , pv pα.βq´1pRq wqB
¯
,
where T “ pvpα.βq´1pRq wq ˝ pα.βqpt1, 2, . . . , |T |uqu.
Example. We conclude with the following example of the compatibility proved above. Let φ “
p♣,♠,q, v “ p,♠,♣q, τ “ p♥,lq and w “ pl,♥q. Let
T “ t,♠,lu and B “ t♣,♥u.
Then
scfputφq b scfputτ q ÝÑ
à
γPφτ
scfputγq
χp,♠,♣q b χpl,♥q ÞÑ
χp,♠,♣,l,♥q ` χp,♠,l,♣,♥q ` χp,l,♠,♣,♥q ` χpl,,♠,♣,♥q
`χp,♠,l,♥,♣q ` χp,l,♠,♥,♣q ` χp,l,♥,♠,♣q ` χpl,,♠,♥,♣q
`χpl,,♥,♠,♣q ` χpl,♥,,♠,♣q
ÝÑ
à
γPφτ
scfputγT q b scfputγB q
ÞÑ
0` χp,♠,lq b χp♣,♥q ` χp,l,♠qχp♣,♥q ` χpl,,♠q b χp♣,♥q
`χp,♠,lq b χp♥,♣q ` χp,l,♠q b χp♥,♣q ` 0` χpl,,♠q b χp♥,♣q
`0` 0
On the other hand,
scfputφq b scfputτ q ÝÑ scfputγLT q b scfputγLB q b scfputγRT q b scfputγRB q
χp,♠,♣q b χpl,♥q ÞÑ χp,♠q b χp♣q b χplq b χp♥q
ÝÑ
à
αPγLTγRT
βPγLBγRB
scfputαq b scfputβq
ÞÑ
χp,♠,lq b χp♣,♥q ` χp,l,♠qχp♣,♥q ` χpl,,♠q b χp♣,♥q
`χp,♠,lq b χp♥,♣q ` χp,l,♠q b χp♥,♣q ` χpl,,♠q b χp♥,♣q
Note that if T “ t,♠,♥u, then we get 0 in both cases.
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